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EQUINOX® TILED ROOF SYSTEM

feel the difference
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too cold in winter?

Bright, spacious and airy, your conservatory is a great 
addition to your home. But as the seasons roll by, changing 
temperatures can make it uncomfortable to be in – too hot in 
summer and too cold in the winter months. 

The Equinox tiled roof is the perfect solution. Combining 
high-quality precision engineering with attractive styling 
inside and out, you’ll be adding valuable extra usable space 
to your home without the high cost of building an extension. 
It all goes to make the Equinox tiled roof the best value way 
to improve your lifestyle.

Equinox Solid Tiled Roof 
Edwardian roof with SlateSkin sheet tiles
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A space to enjoy all year round
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Enjoy your conservatory all year round with an 
Equinox tiled conservatory roof. With a tiled roof, 
you can use your conservatory whatever the 
weather – because it won’t become too hot in 
summer or too cold in winter. Thanks to the new 
Equinox system, you can turn your extra space 
into an integral part of your house, while still 
enjoying the added light a conservatory provides.

“We can now use our conservatory just as we 
would any other room.”

Homeowner, Barnsley

Equinox Vega Glazed Solution 
Gable ended roof with Vega glazing panels,  
Composite Slate tiles and overhang feature
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The difference is night & day
The sustainable choice
When paired with the new Envirotile system, our precision 
manufactured recycled polymer tile with excellent green 
credentials you can have a solid tiled roof solution with 
reduced environmental impact. Made in the United Kingdom 
with 75% recycled content, Envirotile is the sustainable choice 
and the lightweight composition means you can have your 
roof transformed in less time too. 

Light up your world
The new soffit eave option allows for a traditional overhang 
soffit appearance to match your property for a seamless 
integration. You can also add external downlighter to 
enhance and highlight your conservatory. The lights can be 
installed as either a cool or warm white and can be specified 
with a twilight sensor, turning the lights on automatically as 
natural light fades.
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Improved ventilation
Aluminium rafters in the lightweight roof 
have been separated from the 18mm 
OSB timber deck to increase the air gap. 
Providing a clean flow of air through the 
roof system. The enhanced ventilation 
of our system allows the roof to breathe 
adequately reducing the risk of any 
condensation.

Energy efficiency
New high performance styrene helps 
boost overall roof energy efficiency and 
thermal insulation to keep the room below 
comfortable enough to use at any time of 
year.

Structural strength
Upgraded boarding in the roof system 
sandwich increases overall strength to allow 
larger areas without risk of sagging. 

New & 
Improved

light up your conservatory 
 with our new soffit eaves   
  and downlighters

Equinox Solid Tiled Roof 
Edwardian roof with Envirotile Slate tiles  

and soffit eaves with downlighters
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EQUINOX - SOLID TILED ROOF SOLUTIONS EQUINOX VEGA - GLAZED SOLUTIONS

Choose your roof style
A style to suit every home

Choose our Equinox solid tiled roof with a traditional 
appearance and the ability to add standard roof 
windows for natural daylight.

Or alternatively, our innovative Equinox Vega glazed 
solid tiled roof to invite the maximum amount of 
daylight into your new living space.

Equinox Solid Tiled Roof 
Edwardian roof with Envirotile Slate 
tiles and soffit eaves
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BEFORE
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What a transformation 
No job is too small 
Equinox isn’t just a great system for conservatory roofs 
either. This versatile solution can also be used to transform 
flat roofs – whether you are building a new extension or you 
have an existing flat roof that’s ready for a change.

In fact, no job’s too small for Equinox. Even porches can 
benefit from a contemporary makeover. 

A hassle-free solution
This advanced premium-quality roof system has been 
designed for straightforward hassle-free installation onto 
your existing conservatory, so you can look forward to 
minimal disruption to your home life. In fact, Equinox can be 
installed in as little as 48 hours. It’s the perfect replacement 
for a tired looking traditional conservatory roof, or to turn a 
new conservatory into a year-round living space.

Complete installation in 48 hours
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Chamfered casement 

Create a perfect space
Outstanding versatility for your living spaces
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Equinox tiled roof systems are compatible with all types of 
conservatories – whether it’s a small lean-to or a large-scale 
P-shaped design – we can truly transform any space to suit 
your needs. Hipped or mono-pitch designs can easily be 
achieved, and the traditional aesthetics of Equinox ensures 
your roof will complement your conservatory and its 
surrounding environment – whatever you choose to use it for.

5 Facet Victorian

Edwardian

Gable-Ended

Double Hipped Edwardian

P-Shaped

3 Facet Victorian

Lean-To

compatible 
 with all types of 
  conservatories 

AS LOW
AS 5˚ WITH
slateskin®
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Clever inside
A fully ventilated roof system

Pocket energy bill savings
The fully insulated roof design achieves U-values as low as 0.15 
– roughly 10 times more efficient than an A-rated window. This 
exceptional thermal performance minimises heat loss – which 
translates into reduced energy bills.

Clever inside
The innovative multi-layered roof design can transform your 
space and your lifestyle.

365-day comfort 
Enjoy your conservatory whatever the weather! Come rain or 
shine, you will experience comfortable temperatures all year 
round with an Equinox tiled roof.

Reduce noise and glare
Glass and polycarbonate roofs produce glare in direct 
sunlight and become noisy during rain or hail showers. 
Equinox dramatically reduces these issues so you can 
use your space undisturbed.
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A new  
  lease of life

Equinox tiled roofs offer the inspiration to transform an under-
used room into a desirable living space. 

Imagine a place to relax with wine and friends, to spend more 
time with the kids, or to simply kick back in – just you and the 
TV remote.

Whatever you want out of your conservatory – Equinox can 
help create your own personal sanctuary.
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The internal surfaces of your Equinox roof are finished 
with insulated plasterboard creating the look and feel of a 
conventional home extension.

If you want to maintain a light, bright and airy environment, 
then optional roof windows will flood your conservatory with 
natural light – without the harsh summer glare of traditional 
conservatories. Our premium quality roof windows are 
available with a choice of features – just ask your installer for 
more information.
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Let more natural light in
More light 
Equinox Vega features large glazed areas allowing up to 
850mm widths of visible natural light for brighter, sunlit 
conservatories that give an impression of even more space. 

Innovation that takes Equinox to 
a whole new level
Natural light is a welcome guest in every home. So Eurocell 
engineers have developed an innovative way for homeowners 
to invite the maximum light levels in. Equinox Vega takes 
the system to a whole new level in terms of size, strength, 
efficiency and illumination.



more natural light
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Equinox Vega Glazed Solution 
Gable ended roof with Vega 

glazing panels



SLATE GREYTERRACOTTA DARK 
BROWN

ANTHRACITE
GREY

A flat, precision manufactured,  
recycled polymer, lightweight roof tile
Recycled polymer lightweight roof tile with an interlocking 
system that provides a sustainable option.

New

Authentic slate looks in half the time
50% faster to install than steel or composite slate 
tiles meaning minimal disruption to your home.

SLATE GREY

SLATESKIN SHEET TILES

ENVIROTILE SLATE

Choose your tile style
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CHARCOAL ANTIQUE RED BURNT UMBER MOSS GREEN EBONY

BRICK RED PEWTER GREY STONE BLACK CHESTNUT

PLUMRED ROCK

Authentic slate looks without the 
associated problems
Made from a recyclable blend of limestone and polypropylene, 
composite roof slate offers authentic natural looks without the 
risk of shattering, fading, warping or cracking.

Versatile steel shingle tiles 
Offering a simple, attractive solution, our steel tiles are made  
from lightweight steel, available in a choice of colours to suit your 
individual style and budget.

COMPOSITE SLATE TILES

STEEL TILES
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Colour your world
With a choice of contemporary & traditional styles

Fascias complementary to your conservatory colour

Choice of guttering colours

GOLDEN OAK

ANTHRACITE 
GREY

ROSEWOOD

BLACK

WHITE

WHITE

CHARTWELL 
GREEN

IRISH OAK

BROWN

BLACK ASHCREAM

CLAY BROWN 

ANTHRACITE 
GREY
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10-years guarantee

Peace of mind
Included as standard

10
years

 

Photo/isometric drawing 

provided by manufacturer 

 

Eurocell Equinox Solid Roof system 

Description of Product 

This is an assessment of the Eurocell Equinox 

Solid Roof System. A lightweight solid roof 

intended as an alternative to glazed roof 

systems on conservatories. 

This Registered Solution applies to the roof 

only. It is designed to fast-track, not remove, 

the requirement to obtain Building Regulation 

Approval through LABC. This can only be 

demonstrated through a Completion Certificate 

issued following satisfactory inspections made 

as part of a valid Building Regulation 

application by Local Authority Building Control 

teams. 

Key Factors Assessed 

・・ Mechanical Resistance & Stability  

・・ Safety in case of Fire 

・・ Safety in Use  

・・ Energy Economy and heat retention  

・・ Durability serviceability and identification 

 

Validity 

This certificate was first issued on 19th May 2016 and is valid until 19th July 2017 

Issue Dated 9th March 2017 

Certificate No: EW606  Certificate No: EWS6o6

Equinox roofs are guaranteed for ten years, giving you 
the assurance of a robust, well-designed, precision-made 
product that’s built to last – manufactured by the UK’s 
leading PVC-U specialist. There’s even a warranty on 
tiles of up to 40 years!*

LABC & LABSS certified
Peace of mind is assured with Local Authority Building 
Control (LABC) certification – certificate number EW6o6.  
(Achieved with SlateSkin GRP sheet tiles, composite slate tiles and steel 
tiles).

LABSS for Scotland – certificate number EWS6o6.
(Achieved with composite slate tiles and steel tiles).

*Dependant on tile type
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Product specification is subject to change without notification.  
Please also note that colours shown are illustrative only, as the print-
ing process does not allow 100% accurate colours to be reproduced. 
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EQUINOX® TILED ROOF SYSTEM

MADE & RECYCLED 
IN THE UK


